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ABSTRACT: An approach to fabricate Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 (BST)
films with a preferred orientation on a glass substrate by pulsed
laser deposition was developed. To ensure a preferred
crystallographic orientation, we utilized a molecularly thin
Ca2Nb3O10 perovskite nanosheet as a seed layer and
successfully fabricated BST films with a nearly perfect (100)-
axis orientation. The 100 nm films after annealing at 450 °C in
air showed a good dielectric performance (εr > 400), which
was comparable to the εr value of epitaxially grown films with
the same thickness. These results indicate that the nanosheet
seed layer plays a crucial role in controlled film growth,
realizing a nearly intrinsic performance of BST.
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Crystallographic orientation control of thin films is critically
important when the films are used for characterizing or

optimizing anisotropic physical properties of materials.1 Such
an issue is clearly exposed in perovskite oxides such as
(Ba,Sr)TiO3, PbTiO3, SrBi2Ta2O9, and Bi4Ti3O12.

1−5 In these
perovskite oxides, the dielectricity/ferroelectricity is a direc-
tional property in which excellent properties occur only in the
direction of the polar axis. Therefore, to fully utilize the
remarkable anisotropy-dependent properties of perovskite
oxides, it is necessary to carefully control the microstructural
orientation during processing. Perovskite thin films with a
preferred orientation exhibited unique and sometimes
improved permittivity/polarization, in comparison to those of
randomly oriented films.
The orientation control has been achieved by modifying the

template surface with single-crystal substrates. In previous
studies on simple perovskite oxides such as (Ba,Sr)TiO3 and
PbTiO3, single-crystal substrates such as LaAlO3, MgO, and
SrTiO3 were usually utilized because their precisely controlled
lattice matching with a good chemical compatibility enables
oriented growth of high-quality thin films.1,5−9 Can analogous
“template” approaches be used to grow uniaxial-oriented films
on cheap and conventional substrates such as a glass, Si, metals,
and plastics? This remains an unresolved and challenging issue
in the practical applications such as MEMS and Si electronics.
We address this issue by introducing a new seed-layer

technique; two-dimensional (2D) oxide nanosheets are used to
promote oriented crystal growth on surfaces. The nanosheets
are obtained by delaminating layered host compounds into
elementary layers with a thickness of 1−2 nm via a soft-

chemical process.10,11 The obtained single sheets inherit the
well-ordered 2D crystalline lattice of the original host materials,
providing 2D crystal surfaces as a trigger for controlled
nucleation of crystals. Recently, we have demonstrated the
oriented film growth of some important oxides of TiO2,
SrTiO3, and ZnO using a seed layer of oxide nanosheets;12−14

Ca2Nb3O10 is applied for the former two cases, whereas MnO2
and Cs4W11O36 are used for the latter. In the perovskite SrTiO3
case, we utilized the sol−gel process for the film growth of
SrTiO3.

12 However, the obtained film quality was still far from
satisfactory because of the essential difficulty in controlling the
crystallization process by the sol−gel method. Physical vapor
deposition techniques may provide a suitable clue for preparing
high-quality perovskite films, being similar to those using
lattice-matched single-crystal substrates. Furthermore, physical
properties of nanosheet-seed films have not yet been fully
explored; a majority of research was limited to the fabrication
and characterization of oriented films. Exploring the dielectric
property of the oriented films fabricated by the seed-layer
technique is of particularly importance as it might shed new
insights into dielectric properties of nanosheet-seed films and
provide a prospective for future applications.
In this study, we report the orientation-controlled deposition

of highly crystalline Ba1−xSrxTiO3 (BST) dielectric thin films by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD), whereby nearly perfect a-axis
orientation was successfully achieved on a glass substrate using
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a unilamellar Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet as a seed layer. The
resulting films showed a high dielectric response (εr > 400),
which was comparable to the εr value of epitaxially grown films
with the same thickness.
Figure 1a presents our nanosheet-seed approach for

fabricating BST dielectric films with (100)-axis orientation on
a glass substrate; fabrication of a monolayer film of nanosheets
as the first step and PLD deposition of BST films as the second
step. Perovskite Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet with a 2D square atomic
arrangement was used as a source for the seed layer for BST. In
this study, we choose a highly Sr-doped composition
(Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3) by considering the in-plane lattice matching
between BST crystal (a = 0.395 nm)15 and Ca2Nb3O10
nanosheet (a = 0.386 nm);16 higher Sr content causes the
shrinkage of the lattice parameters,6 inducing a better lattice
matching.
A unilamellar Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet was prepared by

delaminating a layered perovskite KCa2Nb3O10 according to
previously described procedures.16 A VIOSIL glass (Shin-Etsu
Chemical Ltd.) was used as a substrate. This glass substrate has
a high heat-resistant property; a strain point is higher than 950
°C, which is suitable for the use for PLD at high temperature
(see the Supporting Information). A monolayer film of
Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheets was transferred onto a glass substrate
by the Langmuir−Blodgett (LB) method, as described in detail
elsewhere.17,18 This LB deposition of Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheets
led to the formation of ultimately thin seed layers on
amorphous glass substrates at room temperature. The surface
morphology was studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Figure 1b depicts a typical AFM image of a monolayer film of
Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheets on a glass substrate. Individual
nanosheets with an average lateral dimension of 1−5 μm

were clearly resolved, confirming substantial monolayer cover-
age of neatly packed nanosheets. The surface of the film was
mostly flat, except for small gaps and overlaps. The root-mean-
square surface roughness was estimated to be 0.8 nm, being
almost comparable to single-crystal substrates.
BST films were deposited on the glass substrates with the

Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet seed layer by PLD, employing a KrF
excimer laser (λ = 248 nm). Sintered Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 pellets were
used as PLD targets. The film deposition was performed under
optimized conditions (temperature: 800 °C, oxygen partial
pressure: 8 × 10−5 Pa, laser energy density: 0.22 J cm−2,
repetition frequency: 20 Hz). Sufficient preablation was
performed before deposition until the target surface reached a
steady state for each combination of parameters.19,20 The film
thickness was fixed at ∼100 nm by controlling the deposition
time.
Figure 1c compares X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of BST

films deposited on glass substrates with and without the
Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet seed layer. In the film deposited on the
bare glass substrate, several diffraction peaks with indices of
110, 111, 200, 221, 211, 220, and 321 were observed, which is
characteristic of randomly orientated polycrystalline sample. On
the other hand, the film growth on the nanosheet seed layer
gave strong and sharp h00 diffraction peaks. The film prepared
on the nanosheet seed layer showed higher crystallinity than
the control sample as revealed by the narrower linewidths of
the diffraction peaks. Regarding the 200 reflection, a full width
at half-maximum (fwhm) of 0.18 and 0.33° was obtained for
BST films with and without the nanosheet seed layer,
respectively. Therefore, the crystal sizes (t) for these two
films were estimated to be 48 and 27 nm using Scherrer’s
equation

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration for oriented film growth of BST on glass substrate using a Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet seed layer. (b) AFM image of
the monolayer film of Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheets deposited on a glass substrate. (c) XRD patterns of BST films deposited on glass substrates with and
without a nanosheet seed layer. A broad hump centered at 25° in 2θ is attributable to a halo from the glass substrate. (d) Cross-sectional HRTEM
image of BST film with a nanosheet seed layer.
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where K is Scherrer’s constant (0.9), λ is the wavelength of
radiation (0.15404 nm), and β is the fwhm of the peak (in
radians 2θ) located at angle θ (2θ = 45.93°). These results
clearly indicate that the Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheets can promote
oriented growth of BST, giving a dramatic difference in film
quality and crystallographic orientation. The enhancement in
crystallinity is an additional advantage of the nanosheet seed
layers. The a-axis lattice parameter of the obtained BST film
was refined to be 0.3965(2) nm, which was slightly larger than
that of BST bulk ceramics (0.395 nm with cubic symmetry).15

This is presumably due to the lattice mismatch between BST
and Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet.

15,16,21

Cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (HRTEM) observation was carried out to visualize the
film texture at the nanoscopic level (Figure 1d). TEM image
clearly revealed uniform film formation with a highly oriented
structure. At the film/substrate interface, a 1−2 nm-thick seed
layer was clearly resolved, again indicating that the 2D surface
of Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheets can promote the well-ordered film
growth. A clear benefit of our approach is the experimental
realization of an atomically sharp, clean interface between the
film and the substrate. In perovskite thin films, the formation of
the interfacial dead layers is a longstanding problem, which
causes the degradation of dielectric/ferroelectric properites.22

In our case, there was no detectable interdiffusion at the
interface. It is also noteworthy that Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet
possesses high-k permittivity (εr = 210) even in the ultrathin
form.18 In our preliminary investigations, we found a robust
thermal stability (>700 °C) in monolayer films (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S1); a stable high-k dielectric
response (εr > 100) in the nanosheet films persisted at >700
°C. Therefore, our nanosheet-seed approach can create a dead-
layer-free BST film deposited on the glass substrate by
engineering the high-k seed interface at the atomic scale,
which may realize the full potential of high-k perovskites.
We investigated dielectric properties of the fabricated BST

films. The as-deposited BST films were in slightly reduced state
because of the PLD conditions employed. Oxygen vacancy may
be involved, giving rise to electrical conductivity of the film.
Prior to dielectric measurements, the as-deposited films were
postannealed in air at 450 °C for 1−10 h to obtain fully
oxidized films with an insulating nature. Figure 2 shows the

variation of the optical transmittance and a-axis parameter as a
function of annealing time. Here we monitored the optical
transmittance at 2 μm to characterize the conducting behavior
of the film since free carriers associated with oxygen vacancies
show a broad feature centered at this wavelength.23 The
transmittance of the as-deposited films was ∼44%, which
increased to ∼65% by annealing for 1 h. Prolonged annealing
did not cause further change in the transmittance. The lattice
parameter showed a similar trend; the a parameter expanded by
ca. 0.0005 nm in 2 h and stayed substantially constant by
further annealing. This close correlation between the trans-
mittance and lattice constant suggests that oxygen deficiency in
the as-deposited film was recovered by annealing for 1−2 h. In
this context, a relatively large variation of the lattice parameter
was observed for 2 h. This might be related to the lattice
relaxation during the oxidation process. Preliminary electrical
conductivity measurements confirmed that the film became
highly insulating (<1 × 10−7 A cm−2) by the annealing process,
further supporting the substantial oxidation. In this process, the
orientation and crystallinity of the films remained practically
unchanged.
The resulting films were found to exhibit remarkable

dielectric properties. The dielectric properties of films were
measured using planar interdigital electrodes (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S2).24−26 Details for exper-
imental procedure is described in the Supporting Information.
Figure 3a shows the frequency dependence of the relative

Figure 2. Effects of annealing on the optical transmittance at 2 μm
(square) and a-axis parameter (circles) for BST films deposited on
glass substrates with a nanosheet seed layer.

Figure 3. (a) Dielectric constant εr and dielectric loss tan δ of BST
films deposited on glass substrates with and without a nanosheet seed
layer. (b) Thickness dependence of the maximum εr value for BST
films with different epitaxial qualities.
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dielectric constant (εr) for BST films grown on the glass
substrates with and without the nanosheet seed layer. Figure 3b
summarizes the thickness dependence of the maximum εr value
for BST films with different epitaxial qualities. Complementary
result obtained from 200-nm thick film with the nanosheet seed
layer is also included in this figure. The highly oriented BST
with the nanosheet seed layer showed a high dielectric response
(εr = 370−420), which was almost comparable to the εr value
of epitaxially grown films with the same thickness.6−9,27 The εr
values also exhibited a rather flat frequency dispersion within
10% in the regime of 1 kHz to 1 MHz where the dielectric loss
tanδ was around ∼3%. In contrast, the BST film without the
nanosheet seed layer had greatly deteriorated properties (εr =
146−168, tan δ ≈ 5%).
These differences in εr and tan δ for the films are ascribable

to their sharp differences in film architecture and orientation.
The higher εr for the BST films on the nanosheet compared to
that on the bare glass can be basically due to both higher
crystallinity and larger grain size of the films. The film grown
without the nanosheet seed layer was randomly orientated and
poorly crystalline with a much smaller grain size, deteriorating
its dielectric performance. This behavior is consistent with
previous reports, which indicate a reduced dielectric perform-
ance (εr ≤ 300) for polycrystalline films.28,29

The origin for the similar dielectric response between the
films on nanosheet with one-axis orientation and the epitaxial
films is not clearly understood. Although the in-plane random
nature in our BST films may influence the dielectric response,
there might be additional factors such as strain and interface
effects. The BST films deposited at higher temperatures are
more stretched in the in-plane direction due to the mismatch of
thermal expansion coefficients between the film and the
substrate. In such a case, a large dielectric anisotropy exists in
the films with better in-plane dielectric properties (dielectric
constant, tunability) than those along the out-of-plane
direction. We indeed found a large tunability (∼23% at 100
kV/cm) of BST films on the nanosheet (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S3). In our case, however, BST films on the
nanosheet is under compressive stress, and the in-plane
dielectric constant should be smaller than the out-of-plane
dielectric constant because the in-plane compressive stress can
reduce the in-plane dielectric constant.
Another possible origin that supports the obtained results is

associated with the different response of the interfacial dead
layer effect.22 In our measurements with the coplanar
capacitance configuration, the thickness dependence of εr
appeared to be analogous to previous reports on epitaxial
BST films with the metal/insulator/metal (MIM) capacitor
structure. However, these two cases are based on different
mechanisms. In the MIM capacitor structure, the reduction in
εr in BST thin films could be explained by the existence of the
interfacial low-k layer (the so-called “dead layer”) between the
BST film and the substrate; the influence of the dead layer with
low εr becomes significant, causing a reduced total capacitance.
In our case with the coplanar capacitance structure, however,
the thickness effect cannot be understood by such dead layer
model, because the capacitance contribution of the dead layer
to the total capacitance of the interdigital capacitor is negligible
according to the partial capacitance model.24,30 Thus, the
interfacial effect is well-suppressed in the in-plane measurement
geometry, and the impact of the interfacial low-k layer on the
measured εr value is not obvious for the BST films with the
coplanar structure, giving rise to high dielectric permittivity. In

our case, the increase in εr with increasing the film thickness is
possibly due to strain relaxation. Although further investigations
are necessary for full understanding the influence of the
nanosheet seed layer on dielectric properties, our work opens
up new possibility of interface engineering for film architectures
with enhanced dielectric properties.
In summary, we successfully fabricated highly oriented BST

dielectric thin films onto a glass substrate, promoted by
Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheet as a seed layer. A simple, inexpensive
process, by LB deposition using atomically flat nanosheets, led
to the formation of ultimately thin seed layers on amorphous
glass substrates at room temperature. Such nanosheet seed
layers can promote oriented growth of BST films with a nearly
perfect a-axis orientation. The resulting BST films realized a
nearly intrinsic performance (εr = 370−420) comparable to the
epitaxially grown films. Although this study has focused on the
film fabrication on glass substrates, our nanosheet seed
approach is not limited to the glass substrate. Such a capability
of the template surface modification is critically important in
the fields of ferroelectrics/piezeoelectrics.
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